According to a meta-analysis of empirical studies, seductive details such as emotionally interesting text segments and attention-grabbing pictures have significant negative effects on the reader's recall, reading comprehension, and learning of important textual information. This study investigates the negative effects of seductive details on recall of main ideas and reading comprehension by using an eye-tracking technique. In the experiment, a total of 56 undergraduate students read a block of expository text with seductive details, and the spatial and temporal distribution of attention was measured by gaze duration and recorded by an eye tracker. Then recall and reading comprehension tests were employed. Two multiple regression analyses were conducted to investigate the relationship between attention allocation and reading performance. The results indicate that increased attention to seductive sentences, not to seductive pictures, was a major determinant of poor performance in terms of both recall and reading comprehension, suggesting that increased attentional allocation to seductive sentences may hinder information retrieval and produce a less coherent mental representation of given text.
Introduction
A reader's interest plays a central role in learning from text, partly determining what he or she wants to read. It also determines the extent to which the reader deeply processes the text and thus how well he or she learns the given information (Hidi, 2001; Schiefele, 1991) . In addition, this interest promotes ''active engagement, focusing of one's attentional resources, and learning more than one would otherwise learn'' (Schraw & Lehman, 2001, p. 23) . Given the crucial role of the reader's interest, textbook authors and publishers have increasingly added interesting but irrelevant (i.e., not essential in comprehending important information in text) stories and visuals to otherwise uninteresting textbooks. These extraneous adjuncts have been described as seductive details (Garner, Brown, Sanders, & Menke, 1992; Garner, Gillingham, & White, 1989; Sanchez & Wiley, 2006; Wade, 1992) .
Seductive details such as emotionally interesting text segments and attention-grabbing pictures are intended to energize the reader's interest in the text, capture his or her attention, and eventually foster his or her comprehension of structurally important ideas in the text (Gagné, Briggs, & Wager, 1988; Hidi, 1990; Schraw, 1998) . However, several studies have shown that seductive details rarely contribute to the reader's interest (Lehman, Schraw, McCrudden, & Hartley, 2007) . More importantly, a number of studies have shown that seductive details can seriously hinder the reader's reading comprehension and learning of important textual information (Choi, 2009; Harp & Mayer, 1997; Harp & Mayer, 1998; Lehman et al., 2007) .
For instance, Garner et al. (1989) were among the first to investigate the effects of seductive details. They conducted two experiments using different participants. In the first experiment, 20 graduate students read either (a) the baseline text about different living styles of insects or (b) that containing seductive details such as ''Monarch Butterflies taste bad'' (p. 46). They found that students in the baseline condition were significantly more likely to recall main ideas (M = 2.80) than those provided with the baseline text plus seductive details (M = 1.30). In the second experiment, the participants were 37 seventh-graders. Consistent with the first experiment, those students reading the baseline text with explicitly signaled main ideas (i.e., italicized) (M = 1.42) were significantly more likely to outperform their counterparts who read the baseline text with seductive details and without explicitly signaled main ideas (M = 0.42).
Similarly, Harp and Mayer (1997) showed unfavorable effects of seductive details by considering a sample of 74 college students whose native language was English. The participants were instructed to read one of four experimental passages about the process of lightning: (a) the baseline text, (b) the baseline text + seductive sentences, (c) the baseline text + seductive images, and (d) the baseline text + seductive sentences + seductive images. They were then instructed to recall everything that they remembered. According to the results, the baseline group (M = 3.8) was significantly more likely to recall idea units than the other three groups (M = 2.3, 2.2, and 0.9, respectively). In a follow-up study, Harp and Mayer (1998) conducted four experiments in which the first three replicated earlier studies (e.g., Garner et al., 1989; Harp & Mayer, 1997) . For instance, 81 college students participated in the first experiment. They were asked to read an expository passage about lightning with or without seductive details. According to the results, those students who read the passage without seductive details were significantly more likely to recall important ideas (M = 4.26) than those who read the passage with seductive details (M = 1.73).
What induces the effect of seductive details?
Concerning the potential cause of the effect of seductive details, Rey (2012) summarized four theoretical explanations in his review paper, including the distraction hypothesis, the cognitive theory of multimedia learning, the inappropriate schema hypothesis, and the coherence disruption hypothesis.
The distraction hypothesis (Harp & Mayer, 1998) posits that seductive details are detrimental to recall of main ideas and reading comprehension because such details distract readers from important text information. For example, readers may selectively process and remember seductive information about people killed by lightning at the expense of important information about factors influencing the formation of lightning (for more information on the passage about lightning formation, see Harp & Mayer, 1997) . The distraction hypothesis suggests that readers are more susceptible to the effect of seductive details when they pay attention to those details instead of structurally important ideas.
Closely associated with the distraction hypothesis is the cognitive theory of multimedia learning (Mayer, 2005; Sweller, 2004) . This theory proposes that readers have limited processing resources and that this limitation constrains the amount of information that can be processed simultaneously. It also suggests that high-interest information uses more of the learner's processing resources than low-interest information (Mayer, Griffith, Jurkowitz, & Rothman, 2008) . Therefore, learners with a high working memory span are more likely to outperform low-span counterparts when processing text with seductive details. For instance, an expository passage with seductive details contains both important ideas and seductive details that compete for the reader's limited cognitive resources. In attending to and processing seductive details, high-span learners are less likely to be affected by the presence of seductive details than low-span ones.
The inappropriate schema hypothesis posits that seductive details activate an inappropriate schema, that is, a schema pertinent only to seductive details. In other words, when seductive details are placed before target information, learners are likely to activate a schema that is relevant to the seductive details, which in turn can lead to poor recall of important information (Lehman et al., 2007) . Conversely, if seductive details are presented after important information, then this activates a schema related to the information and facilitates recall and learning for that information. As discussed later, this study reduces the likelihood of activating an inappropriate schema by placing important information in the beginning paragraph of the experimental text.
The coherence disruption hypothesis states that seductive details do their damage because they may interfere with text coherence, which in turn can prevent learners from constructing coherent mental representations and eventually lead to an overall decrease in reading comprehension (Harp & Mayer, 1998) . Reading comprehension entails the detection of relationships between ideas. Relationships between important ideas are more likely to be detected if to-be-connected important idea are displayed spatially close to one another and if previously stated ideas are repeated (van den Broek, 2010) . If this holds, then seductive details inevitably separate relevant ideas, resulting in reduced text coherence.
Present study
Rey (2012) provided a meta-analysis and showed that seductive details can have significant negative effects and that attention distraction can be an important variable in explaining the effect of seductive details. However, the distraction hypothesis has rarely been validated through experiments. To the authors' knowledge, only one study (Lehman et al., 2007) tested this hypothesis by employing a reading timer program (a software package that records the reading time for individual sentences) and showed that the presence of sentences with seductive details had a significant negative effect on the amount of time the participants spent reading baseline sentences. According to the recall analysis, those participants who read the baseline passage (i.e., no seductive sentences) were significantly more likely to recall important information than those who read the seductive passage (i.e., the baseline passage plus seductive sentences). Lehman et al. (2007) interpreted these results as supporting the distraction hypothesis.
The present study investigates the negative effects of seductive details on the recall of core content by using an eye tracker. The eye-tracking technology has several advantages over a reading timer program. For instance, unlike the reading timer, the eye tracker shows the experimental text at the discourse level (i.e., beyond the sentence level). Therefore, the frequency of key strokes is significantly reduced because multiple sentences are presented at the same time on the computer screen. In addition, the eye tracker allows for the recording of the participant's processing of visuals as well as text (i.e., multimedia text), whereas the reading timer program records the processing of only text-based information. Further, although the reading timer program provides only temporal information, the eye tracker provides not only temporal but also spatial information on the reader's moment-to-moment cognitive process and a millisecond-precise report on the intensity of his or her intentions (e.g., Henderson & Ferreira, 2004; Israel & Duffy, 2009; Just & Carpenter, 1980) . More specifically, the use of eye trackers in psychological research is based on the assumption of the ''eye-mind link'' (Reichle, Pollatsek, & Rayner, 2006, p. 4) . According to this assumption, overt attention (i.e., eye fixation location) and covert attention (cognitive focal attention) operate in a highly intertwined manner (Castelhano & Rayner, 2008; Deubel & Schneider, 1996; Geisler & Cormack, 2011; Godfroid, 2012; Kowler, Anderson, Dosher, & Blaser, 1995; Rayner, 2009) . Anderson (2000, p. 81) posited that ''we are attending to that part of visual field which we are fixating.'' Similarly, Wang (2011, p. 185) stated that ''time lengths of fixations indicate attention.'' Although attention and eye fixation locations (i.e., overt attention) can be dissociated in simple tasks (Posner, 1994) , they are tightly linked in complex tasks such as reading (Deubel & Schneider, 1996; Kowler et al., 1995; Rayner, 2009) .
Given that the fixation of the eye is triggered by attention shifts and that novel information is obtained only during the fixation (Rayner, 2009) , many recent studies have used the eye fixations as a measure of the amount of attention paid (e.g., Godfroid, Boers, & Housen, 2013; Godfroid & Uggen, 2013; Rayner, 2009 ) and demonstrated a significant positive correlation between moment-tomoment attention and the eye fixation duration (Chaffin, Morris, & Seely, 2001; Vainio, Hyönä, & Pajunen, 2009 ). For instance, employed the eye tracker to test whether an increase in attention increases lexical knowledge and employed the fixation duration as a measure of the amount of attention paid. Consistent with their expectations, they found that the longer the fixation duration for unknown words, the better the recognition of them in an unexpected vocabulary test.
In sum, unlike the reading timer program, the eye tracker is a viable indicator of visual attention when participants process given text (e.g., Henderson & Ferreira, 2004; Israel & Duffy, 2009; Just & Carpenter, 1980) . By assuming a positive relationship between the eye fixation and attention, the present study tests whether individuals who show a tendency to be distracted by seductive details are less likely to recall main ideas and perform well in reading comprehension tests than those who show no such tendency.
Methods

Participants
The participants were Korean undergraduate students who studied English as a foreign language (EFL). To reduce the variance and increase homogeneity within the sample, all the participants were native speakers of Korean, majored in English education, and had advanced English-language proficiency. The participants' English-language proficiency was assessed using the Nelson-Denny Reading Test (NDRT), which has been employed by many researchers for screening purposes (e.g., Bailey, Dunlosky, & Kane, 2008; Turley-Ames & Whitfield, 2003) . The mean scores (M = 51.41) indicated that the participants' reading skills approximated those of sophomores (M = 52.44) attending four-year universities in the U.S.
Two of the participants were excluded from the final analysis because of their excessive reading time based on the criterion of 3 SDs, that is, three standard deviations beyond the average reading time for all participants. The final sample included 56 students (31 women and 25 men), and their ages ranged from 19 to 25 (M = 23, SD = 2.12). They had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity. None were color-blind, and all were paid KRW 10,000 (approximately USD 9) per hour for their participation.
The experiment was conducted under the guidance of the Internal Review Board of the participants' university. Before the main experiment, the participants were informed that due attention and adherence to ethical considerations would be maintained and that all tasks had some inherent educational value. In addition, they were informed that they could withdraw from the experiment and that they would be informed of the purpose of the experiment once the experiment was terminated. They then completed a pretest questionnaire for demographic information and signed a consent form.
Materials
The materials included (a) an eye tracker, (b) an experimental block of text serving as a stimulus for the eye tracker, (c) a recall test, and (d) a reading comprehension test. For all materials, a validation test was conducted with graduate and undergraduate students who were native speakers of Korean and did not participate in the main study. The primary objectives of the validation test were to (a) check the experimental text for vocabulary difficulty and prior knowledge, (b) fine-tune the recall measure, and (c) verify the clarity and appropriateness of the level of difficulty of reading comprehension questions to prevent confounding results.
Eye tracker
The eye tracker was Tobii 1750 (Tobii Technology, Stockholm, Sweden). During data collection, each participant was seated 50 cm from the monitor and was free from any encumbrance because the eye tracker was entirely contained within the computer monitor. The participants were told only to refrain from excessive head movements. The device tracked the participant's eye movement and logged data, including eye fixation duration, gaze duration, and pupil dilation. The device used both eyes of the participant to track eye movements by using a low-intensity infrared light source. Gaze estimation frequency was 50 Hz. (i.e., 50 gaze data points per second), and accuracy was 0.5 degree.
Experimental text
The experimental text (see Supplemental Information) served as the stimulus for the eye tracker and was composed of (a) the baseline text, (b) seductive sentences, and (c) seductive pictures related to the seductive sentences. The baseline text was about three types of traffic flow, namely free, synchronized, and congested (named with terms from physics to suggest gases, liquids, and solids). Seductive sentences included in the experimental text embraced topics such as the ironic deaths of two famous physicists, mobile phone use, and traffic accidents and the undesirable effects (e.g., cramped legs) of traffic congestion. For example, these seductive sentences included ''In fact, several studies have shown that mobile phone use is a leading cause of car crashes. It is estimated that drivers distracted by mobile phones are four times more likely to be involved in a car wreck. According to a Harvard University study, mobile phones cause over 200 deaths and half a million injuries each year.'' As shown in the Results section, importance and interest ratings were used in order to validate seductive sentences (i.e., low importance and high interest sentences). Table 1 summarizes the mean linguistic complexity of the baseline text and seductive sentences.
Finally, four seductive pictures (purchased from shutterstock.com) were presented together with the seductive sentences and were placed in the scan path to increase the likelihood of them being noticed and processed by the participants. The pictures were selected based on seductiveness ratings provided by students who did not participate in the main study. More specifically, 35 (21 women, 14 men) undergraduate students provided seductiveness ratings for 30 candidate pictures based on a five-point Likert-type scale ranging from ''not seductive at all'' (1) to ''very seductive'' (5).
Recall test
The recall test requested the participants to write down all the main ideas in Korean or English on paper and instructed them to ignore simple mechanical errors such as grammar and spelling errors and to record as much as they could remember in meaningful phrases. In addition, they were told not to finish early but instead to use all the allotted time (seven minutes).
Reading comprehension test
The reading comprehension test included a total of seven inferential questions in a multiple-choice format. For present purposes, inferential questions were defined as ''elaborative inference questions'' that probed the participant's ability to create a mental model of what the text was about (Pearson & Johnson, 1978) . For example, one of these elaborative inferential questions was ''What is the best title of the passage?''
Experimental procedure
The experiment was conducted in two separate sessions. In the first session, an induction session was held individually for each participant before the experiment to familiarize them with the experimental procedure. The participants then sat in front of a 17 inch LCD monitor (again, the eye-tracking device was integrated into the display panel) for the calibration process. The participants sat close to the monitor and were able to adjust their position with respect to the monitor. After the settings of the interface program were adjusted, a calibration procedure was performed to show multiple calibration points in random locations. At this point, each participant was requested to direct his or her gaze to the calibration points. This calibration procedure was repeated until satisfactory calibration values were achieved. After the calibration, the participants were asked to minimize head and body movements while reading. Then they had a practice session for approximately five minutes with reading materials organized in the same way as the experimental text in terms of their length and slide/image numbers (seven slides and four images). Finally, the participants were instructed to read the experimental text for comprehension at their own speed and advanced the slides by pressing the arrow button on the keyboard. The average time it took for the participants to finish reading the text was 295.33 s (SD = 29.08 s). After the first session, they moved to the second one.
In the second session, the participants took the recall and reading comprehension tests. For the recall test, the participants were allowed seven minutes to write down all the main ideas. The participants were then requested to respond to the reading comprehension questions for another seven minutes. In both tests, the participants were instructed to use all the time available. The whole experiment (including both these tests) took approximately an hour for each participant.
Test scoring
The recall test was scored by three independent raters using a rating protocol. The raters scored all the recall data twice to minimize scoring errors. Because the participants were asked to write down only the main ideas, only the correctly recalled main ideas were scored. Although each rater strictly followed the rubric, main ideas that were accurately reworded and condensed were also taken into account. The initial inter-rater reliability was r = .89 (maximum number of main ideas = 6). Any inconsistent scoring was resolved through discussions. The number of correctly recalled main ideas was tallied and recorded, and group means were computed.
In terms of scoring the multiple-choice reading comprehension test, one point was awarded to each correct choice (min = 0, max = 7 points), with no partial points for incorrect responses. The reading comprehension test was scored by the same raters as above. Given the potential for human error, this test was also rescored to ensure its correct scoring. The reliability was high (r = .97).
Eye movement data analysis
The metric used to analyze eye fixation data is the relative gaze duration. While gaze duration refers to the sum of all fixations within a predefined region of interest (ROI) (Rayner, 2009 ), relative gaze duration indicates gaze duration toward a particular ROI relative to the total gaze durations to all ROIs (Georgescu et al., 2013) . In the present study, three ROIs are defined: (i) the baseline text, (ii) seductive sentences, and (iii) seductive pictures. The Clearview software package (Tobii Technology, Stockholm, Sweden) was used to analyze relative gaze duration for these three ROIs.
The proportion of the amount of time spent gazing at different textual elements was used instead of the raw amount of gaze duration time for two reasons: First, as Cowan (1995, p. 200) posited, ''attention typically is used as a relative term.'' Second, previous studies have also used the proportion of the gaze time. For instance, d 'Ydewalle and De Bruycker (2007) used the percentage of the gaze time to determine the relationship between attentional allocation and the subtitle processing for children and adults.
Statistical analysis
For all statistical analyses, SPSS version 15 was used. First, a Pearson correlation analysis was conducted to quantify the strength of relationships between predictor and criterion variables. Second, two backward elimination regression analyses were conducted to investigate the power of relative gaze durations for the three ROIs (the baseline text, seductive sentences, and seductive pictures) in predicting the variance in recall and reading comprehension performance. The backward elimination regression analysis was used to identify the significant predictors (or equivalently, to delete those regressors or predictor variables that were not useful for predicting the variance in recall and reading comprehension scores). More specifically, in the first step of the backward elimination regression analysis, a full model (i.e., Model 1) was constructed by including all predictor variables regardless of their predictive power. In the second step, Model 2 was constructed by eliminating the least significant predictor(s). This elimination procedure was repeated until no further predictor variables could be removed. The final model (in the present study, Model 3) included only those predictors that contributed a significant amount of the variance in accounting for criterion variables.
Results
Classification of experimental text
Based on previous studies (e.g., Lehman et al., 2007) , importance and interest ratings were utilized in order to identify seductive sentences (i.e., low importance and high interest sentences) in the experimental passage. Specifically, each sentence of the experimental passage was rated on their relative importance and interest by fourteen college students (7 women, 7 men) who did not participate in the main study. A 4-point Likert scale (1 = very unimportant/very uninteresting, 4 = very important/very interesting) was used. This procedure led to the identification of seven seductive sentences. Statistical analyses showed that for seductive sentences, the mean importance and interest ratings were 1.83 (SD = .42) and 3.21 (SD = .34), respectively, and for the baseline text, they were 2.86 (SD = .19) and 2.71 (SD = .26), respectively. The paired samples t-test showed that seductive sentences were significantly less important and more interesting than baseline text (all ps < .001) with large-sized effects (d = 3.37 and 1.66, respectively). Fig. 1 and Table 2 summarize the correlation analysis results. The relative gaze duration for the baseline text was positively correlated with recall and reading comprehension scores, but the relationship was not significant (r = .262 and r = .256, respectively). By contrast, the relative gaze duration for seductive sentences was significantly correlated with both recall and reading comprehension test scores (r = À.542 and r = À.445, respectively). However, the relative gaze duration for seductive pictures was weakly related to recall and reading comprehension test scores (r = À.083, r = À.126, respectively). The correlation coefficients between the three ROIs were all significant. In particular, the relative gaze durations for the baseline text and seductive sentences showed a strong association (r = À.594), indicating a potential issue of multicollinearity, which refers to a phenomenon in which two or more predictor variables in a multiple regression model are significantly correlated and thus provide redundant information. In this study, two predictors (relative gaze durations for the baseline text and seductive sentences) were strongly correlated. However, as discussed later, this issue was resolved by eliminating relative gaze duration for the baseline text from the final regression models because of its weak predictive power. Additional correlation analyses were conducted for recall of seductive ideas. The results show that the relative gaze durations for seductive sentences and seductive pictures were weakly correlated with recall of seductive ideas (r = .171, .061, respectively). In addition, the relative gaze duration for the baseline text and recall of seductive ideas also showed also a weak correlation (r = .032). Recall of seductive ideas showed weak correlations with recall of main ideas and reading comprehension (r = À.093, .030, respectively).
Correlation analysis
Regression analysis
As mentioned earlier, two backward elimination regression analyses were conducted to investigate the power of relative gaze durations for the three ROIs (the baseline text, seductive sentences, and seductive pictures) in predicting the variance in recall and reading comprehension performance. The regression results for the prediction of recall performance indicate that the full model (Model 1) was significant (F 3,52 = 7.578, p < .001). In Model 2 (F 2,53 = 11.367, p < .001), the predictor variable of relative gaze duration for the baseline text was excluded from Model 1 because it was the least significant predictor. The relative gaze duration for seductive sentences showed a significant beta weight (b = À.568, p < .001), whereas those for seductive pictures did not (b = .087, p = .472). In Model 3 (i.e., the final model in the first regression analysis), the variable of relative gaze duration for seductive pictures was omitted because it made no significant contribution to the amount of the variance in Model 2. With it excluded, the adjusted R 2 value increased slightly by .006 in Model 3. Model 3 Fig. 1 . Scatterplots of variables with significant relationships; RGD = relative gaze duration. was significant (F 1,54 = 22.408, p < .001) and included the variable of relative gaze duration for seductive sentences as the only significant predictor (b = À.542, p < .001) of recall performance. According to the beta (B), every 1% increase in relative gaze duration for seductive sentences produced a .260 decrease in the recall score. As indicated by the adjusted R 2 value in Table 3 , the fitted model explained 28% of the variation in the recall score and showed a large effect size (f 2 = .39).
According to the second regression analysis for the prediction of reading comprehension, the full model (Model 1) was significant (F 3,52 = 4.296, p = .009), as shown in Table 4 . In Model 2 (F 2,53 = 6.567, p = .003), the variable of relative gaze duration for the seductive pictures was excluded because it was the least significant predictor. The relative gaze duration for seductive sentences showed a significant beta weight (b = À.454, p = .004), whereas the relative gaze duration for the baseline text did not (b = À.014, p = .929). In Model 3, the predictor of relative gaze duration for baseline text was excluded because it did not make a significant contribution to the equation. With it omitted, the adjusted R 2 value increased by .014 in Model 3. Model 3 was significant (F 1,54 = 13.371, p = .001) and included relative gaze duration for seductive sentences as the only significant predictor (b = À.445, p = .001) of reading comprehension scores. According to the beta (B), the reading comprehension score was negatively related to relative gaze duration for seductive sentences, decreasing by .372 for every extra point in relative gaze duration. As indicated by the adjusted R 2 value, the relative gaze duration for seductive sentences explained 18.4% of the variation in recall scores and reflected a moderate effect size (f 2 = .23).
Discussion
The results based on the eye-tracking technology indicate that increased attention to seductive sentences was a major determinant of the participants' poor performance in both recall and reading comprehension tests. More specifically, 28.0% and 18.4% of recall and reading comprehension scores, respectively, were attributable to the degree of attentional allocation for seductive sentences. However, relative gaze durations for neither seductive pictures nor the baseline text were a significant predictor of recall and reading comprehension. The result indicating a weak relationship between relative gaze duration for seductive pictures and reading performance was unexpected and may be due to the fact that the relative gaze duration for seductive pictures was only 2.59% (SD = .92).
As discussed earlier, Rey (2012) provided a meta-analysis and summarized four theoretical explanations for possible causes of the effect of seductive details: the distraction hypothesis (Harp & Mayer, 1998) , the cognitive theory of multimedia learning (Mayer, 2005; Sweller, 2004) , the inappropriate schema hypothesis (Lehman et al., 2007) , and the coherence disruption hypothesis (Harp & Mayer, 1998) . The distraction hypothesis postulates that seductive details can adversely affect recall of main ideas and reading comprehension because they distract readers from important textual information. Therefore, it was predicted that greater distraction by seductive details would lead to significantly fewer main ideas being recalled and significantly poorer performance in the reading comprehension test. Our study seems directly to test the distraction hypothesis. The main results are consistent with the distraction hypothesis in that greater distraction by seductive details led to significantly fewer main ideas being recalled and significantly poorer performance in the reading comprehension test. However, the results also reveal some inconsistency with the distraction hypothesis in that seductive sentences were more likely to have an adverse effect than seductive pictures.
Noteworthy is that the relative gaze duration for seductive sentences and recall of seductive ideas showed a weak positive relationship (r = .171). Similarly, the relative gaze duration for seductive pictures and recall of seductive ideas also showed a weak relationship (r = .061). Also of note is that recall of main ideas was rarely associated with recall of seductive details (r = À.093), although significant negative association between the two variables could be expected according to the distraction hypothesis. These results indicate that, regardless of the amount of attention paid, seductive details, which are concrete in nature, can be equally memorable as suggested by Goetz and Sadoski (1995) , whereas important ideas, which tend to be less concrete, are not. Alternatively, as hypothesized by the cognitive theory of multimedia learning, it is possible that working memory span may have served as a mediator variable. In addition, the results could be attributed to the fact that the participants were instructed to recall only the main ideas based on the main purpose of this study (i.e., how seductive details affect recall of main ideas and reading comprehension). In other words, some participants might not have provided seductive ideas, although they remembered some of them during the recall task. Although the present study reports strong evidence supporting the distraction hypothesis, it does not fully account for the effect of seductive details. Various theories of human attention may provide some useful insights into this study's results, including the cognitive theory of multimedia learning (Mayer, 2005; Sweller, 2004) and selective attention (Reynolds, 1992) . The cognitive theory of multimedia learning posits that individuals' limited cognitive resources constrain the amount of information that can be processed concurrently and thus that the processing of one source of information limits that of other sources of information. In addition, the theory also states that interesting information expends more of the reader's processing resources than low-interest information (Mayer et al., 2008) . In this regard, those individuals with a low working memory span may have been put at a greater disadvantage than high-span ones.
The theory of selective attention may provide an alternative explanation of attention in interpreting the results. The cognitive theory of multimedia learning presents a somewhat passive mechanism describing the limitation of the human cognitive processing capacity, whereas selective attention refers to a variety of active mental processes that facilitate as well as inhibit attention. Selective attention highlights the reader's ability to stay focused on relevant information for further scrutiny (facilitative processes) while suppressing other irrelevant or distracting information (inhibitory processes) (Reynolds, 1992; Stevens & Bavelier, 2011) . This ability to tune in on important information while ignoring irrelevant information is known as the ''cocktail party phenomenon'' (Cherry, 1953) . This may explain why the participants who were more capable of willfully controlling their attention performed better than those who were less capable of doing so.
The results have some important implications for education. First, textbook authors and publishers should reduce seductive details because they may divert the reader's attention away from core content. This suggests a need for other methods such as better-organized text and appropriate background knowledge, which have been known to positively affect recall and reading comprehension (Schraw & Lehman, 2001) . Second, given that seductive details may induce students' interest in the passage and that such details cannot be completely eliminated from reading materials, teachers should help students acquire skills necessary for identifying relevant ideas and ignoring irrelevant ones. This type of instruction is known as 'relevance instruction.' Examples of relevance instruction include providing elaborative questions (e.g., Callender & McDaniel, 2007; Ozgungor & Guthrie, 2004) , generating study objectives (e.g., McCrudden, Schraw, & Kambe, 2005) , and reading from a particular viewpoint (e.g., Di Vesta & Di Cintio 1997; Kaakinen, Hyönä, & Keenan, 2002) .
As the above studies have quite consistently shown, relevance instruction helps readers allocate their attention in a more systematic manner and set up reading goals, which in turn facilitates their learning (e.g., McCrudden et al., 2005; Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998; Zwaan & Singer, 2003) . These studies have also shown that relevance instruction can help readers differentiate relevant ideas from irrelevant ones. For instance, Kaakinen et al. (2002) reported that when college students are instructed to focus on a particular type of information, they are likely to spend more time on relevant information than on irrelevant information regardless of their working memory capacity.
Although relevance instruction is promising, it has some limitations. For example, this instruction method in and of itself cannot eliminate the problem of seductive details but may only reduce their distracting effects. The Stroop task is a classic example of the inability of human attention to block salient but incompatible information from being processed. In this task, participants are instructed to name the color of the ink on which a word is printed and ignore the word printed in large letters, for example, GREEN in blue ink (in this case, participants are expected to name the word by saying ''blue''). Shown one at a time, this may not seem difficult, but shown a few cards in a row, this quickly becomes confusing. As a result, participants fail to correctly name the color because they cannot block the name of the word from being processed.
One major limitation of this study is that the participants were advanced learners of English. That is, less proficient learners of English may produce different results because they may require more mental resources than advanced learners for slower and more laborious decoding processes, leaving them with fewer cognitive resources for core content. The second limitation is that the study focuses only on immediate recall and comprehension, and therefore it is unclear how extra attention to seductive sentences influences retention and comprehension on a long-term basis, either positively or negatively. Finally, although the results indicate converging evidence supporting the distraction hypothesis, the within-group design of the study did not allow for testing other hypotheses such as the cognitive theory of multimedia learning. For instance, to test the cognitive theory of multimedia learning, a between-group design is necessary with two groups: (a) a group with a high working memory span and (b) a low-span group, as demonstrated in Sanchez and Wiley (2006) . Therefore, future eye-tracking research should employ a mixed design including both within-and between-group comparisons.
In sum, the results based on the measurement of gaze duration with the eye tracker indicate that increased attention to seductive sentences, not to seductive pictures, was a major determinant of the participants' poor performance in both recall and reading comprehension tests. This suggests that increased attentional allocation to seductive sentences may have deleterious effects on the information retrieval and coherent mental representation of given text. In this regard, the results suggest that seductive details should be reduced in textbooks because they may divert the reader's attention away from core content. Finally, a number of studies have shown that working memory capacity is a significant predictor of reading comprehension (e.g., Alptekin & Erçetin, 2009; Sanchez & Wiley, 2006) . As noted above, therefore, a potentially useful avenue for future research may be to examine the role of working memory capacity and attentional allocation by using a mixed design.
